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1Koopman-based lifting techniques for nonlinear
systems identification
A. Mauroy and J. Goncalves
Abstract—We develop a novel lifting technique for
nonlinear system identification based on the framework
of the Koopman operator. The key idea is to identify
the linear (infinite-dimensional) Koopman operator in
the lifted space of observables, instead of identifying
the nonlinear system in the state space, a process
which results in a linear method for nonlinear systems
identification. The proposed lifting technique is an
indirect method that does not require to compute time
derivatives and is therefore well-suited to low-sampling
rate datasets.
Considering different finite-dimensional subspaces to
approximate and identify the Koopman operator, we
propose two numerical schemes: a main method and
a dual method. The main method is a parametric
identification technique that can accurately reconstruct
the vector field of a broad class of systems. The
dual method provides estimates of the vector field at
the data points and is well-suited to identify high-
dimensional systems with small datasets. The present
paper describes the two methods, provides theoretical
convergence results, and illustrates the lifting tech-
niques with several examples.
I. Introduction
The problem of identifying the equations of a
continuous-time dynamical system from time-series data
has attracted considerable interest in many ﬁelds such as
biology, ﬁnance, and engineering. It is also closely related
to network inference, which aims at reconstructing the
interactions between the diﬀerent states of a system, a
problem of paramount importance in systems biology. In
many cases, the identiﬁcation problem is more challenging
due to the nonlinear nature of the systems and must be
tackled with black-box methods (e.g. Wiener and Volterra
series models [1], nonlinear auto-regressive models [2],
neural network models [3], see also [4], [5] for a survey).
In line with the classic approach to system identiﬁcation,
these methods typically deal with (long, highly-sampled)
time-series and provide a relationship between the system
inputs and outputs.
In the diﬀerent but related context of nonlinear param-
eter estimation, a wealth of methods have been developed
to identify the state dynamics of autonomous systems with
a known structure. Typical methods seek the best linear
combination of time derivatives of the state over a set
of library functions (similar to the basis functions used
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in black-box models) [6]. Similar approaches have also
been proposed recently, partly motivated by the network
identiﬁcation problem (e.g. Bayesian approach [7], SINDy
algorithm [8]). The above-mentioned methods are direct
methods, and their main advantage is that they rely on
static linear regression techniques. However, they assume
that time derivatives of the state can be accurately es-
timated (e.g. by using collocation techniques), a require-
ment that becomes prohibitive when the sampling time is
too low, the measurements too noisy, or the time-series
too short. Instead, indirect methods solve an initial value
problem and do not require to estimate time derivatives
[9], [10]. Hence, they oﬀer a good alternative to direct
methods, but at the expense of solving a (nonconvex)
nonlinear least squares problem. The goal of this paper
is to propose a new indirect method for nonlinear system
identiﬁcation/parameter estimation, a method which not
only circumvents the estimation of time derivatives but
also relies on linear least squares optimization.
The approach proposed in this paper is based on the
framework of the so-called Koopman operator [11], [12].
The Koopman operator is a linear inﬁnite-dimensional op-
erator that describes the evolution of observable-functions
along the trajectories of the system. Starting with the
seminal work of [13], several studies have investigated the
interplay between the spectral properties of the operator
and the properties of the associated system, a body of
work that has led to new methods for the analysis of
nonlinear systems (e.g. global stability analysis [14], global
linearization [15], monotone systems [16], delayed systems
[17]). While the above-mentioned studies focus on systems
described by a known vector ﬁeld, the Koopman operator
approach is also conducive to data analysis and directly
connected to numerical schemes such as Dynamic Mode
Decomposition (DMD) [18], [19], [20], [21]. This yielded
another set of techniques for data-driven analysis and con-
trol of nonlinear systems (observer synthesis [22], model
predictive control [23], optimal control [24], power systems
stability analysis [25], to list a few). In this context, this
paper aims at connecting data to vector ﬁeld, thereby
bridging these two sets of methods.
The Koopman operator provides a linear representation
of the nonlinear system in a lifted (inﬁnite-dimensional)
space of observable-functions. Our key idea is to exploit
this lifting approach and identify the linear Koopman
operator in the space of observables, instead of identifying
the nonlinear system in the state space. Our numerical
scheme proceeds in three steps: (1) lifting of the data,
(2) identiﬁcation of the Koopman operator, and (3) iden-
2tiﬁcation of the vector ﬁeld. In the ﬁrst step, snapshot
data are lifted to the space of observables. In the second
step, we derive two distinct methods: (1) a main method
which identiﬁes a representation of the Koopman operator
in a basis of functions; (2) a dual method which identiﬁes
the representation of the operator in the “sample space”.
The ﬁrst two steps are directly related to a component of
the Extended Dynamic Mode Decomposition (EDMD) [26]
(main method) or inspired from kernel-based EDMD [27]
(dual method). In the third step, we connect the vector
ﬁeld to the inﬁnitesimal generator of the identiﬁed opera-
tor and solve a linear least squares problem to compute the
linear combination of the vector ﬁeld in a basis of library
functions. The two methods are complemented with con-
vergence results showing that they identify the vector ﬁeld
exactly in optimal conditions. The main method has been
initially proposed in [28] and a similar approach developed
in a stochastic framework can also be found in the recent
work [29].
The proposed lifting technique has several advantages.
First of all, it relies only on linear methods which are easy
and eﬃcient to implement. It is also well-suited to data ac-
quired from short time-series with low sampling rates (e.g.
data pairs generated from multiple trajectories). Although
initially limited to polynomial vector ﬁelds, the main
method works eﬃciently with a broad class of behaviors,
including unstable and chaotic systems. In addition, the
dual method is well-suited to identify large-dimensional
systems and to reconstruct network topologies, in partic-
ular when the number of sample points is smaller than the
unknown system parameters. Finally, lifting techniques
can be extended to identify non-polynomial vector ﬁelds
and open systems (with input or process noise).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we present the problem and introduce the general
lifting technique used for system identiﬁcation. Section
III describes the main method and provides theoretical
convergence results, while Section IV discusses some ex-
tensions of the methods to non-polynomial vector ﬁelds
and open systems. In Section V, we propose the dual
method to identify high-dimensional systems with small
datasets and give convergence proofs. The two methods
are illustrated with several examples in Section VI, where
the network reconstruction problem is also considered.
Concluding remarks and perspectives are given in Section
VII.
II. Identification in the Koopman operator
framework
A. Problem statement
We address the problem of identifying the vector ﬁeld
of a nonlinear system from time series generated by its
dynamics. We consider the system
x˙ = F(x) , x ∈ Rn (1)
where the vector ﬁeld F(x) is of the form
F(x) =
NF∑
k=1
wk hk(x) . (2)
The vectors wk = (w1k · · · w
n
k )
T ∈ Rn are unknown
coeﬃcients (to be identiﬁed) and the library functions hk
are assumed to be known. Note that some coeﬃcients
might be equal zero. Unless stated otherwise, we will
consider that the vector ﬁeld is polynomial, so that hk
are monomials: hk = pk with
pk(x) ∈ {x
s1
1 · · ·x
sn
n |(s1, . . . , sn) ∈ N
n, s1+ · · ·+sn ≤ mF }
(3)
where mF is the total degree of the polynomial vector
ﬁeld. The number of monomials in the sum (2) is given by
NF = (mF + n)!/(mF !n!). As shown in Section IV-C, the
proposed method can also be generalized to other types of
vector ﬁelds in a straightforward way.
Our goal is to identify the vector ﬁeld F (i.e. the
NF coeﬃcients wk) from snapshot measurements of the
system trajectories. We considerK snapshot pairs (xk,yk)
obtained from noisy measurements (proportional to the
exact state value): we have
xk = x¯k + ǫ(xk) yk = y¯k + ǫ(yk) (4)
where ǫ is the state-dependent measurement noise, and
y¯k = ϕTs(x¯k) (5)
where t 7→ ϕt(x0) is the solution to (1) associated with
the initial condition x0. We assume that the measurement
noise is Gaussian and proportional to the state value, i.e.
ǫ(x) = x ⊙ v where ⊙ denotes the element-wise product
and v is a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and
standard deviation σmeas. We also assume that all pairs
(xk,yk) lie in a compact set X ⊂ Rn and are obtained
with the same sampling period Ts. They can belong to
a single trajectory or to multiple trajectories. Stochastic
systems with process noise and systems with inputs will
also be considered (see Section IV).
Remark 1. For numerical reasons, we will assume in gen-
eral that the data points lie in a set X ⊂ [−1, 1]n. If orig-
inal data do not satisfy this assumption, then they can be
rescaled to yield new data pairs (x′k,y
′
k) = (x
′
k/α,y
′
k/α) ∈
[−1, 1]2n. These new pairs enable to identify a vector ﬁeld
F′(x) with coeﬃcients w′k = α
mk−1wk, where mk is the
total degree of the monomial pk. ⋄
B. Koopman operator
System (1) represents the state dynamics in Rn. Alter-
natively, the system can be described in a lifted space F
of observable-functions f : Rn → R. Provided that the
observable functions are continuously diﬀerentiable, their
dynamics in the lifted space are given by
f˙ = (F · ∇)f , f ∈ F , (6)
where f˙ denotes ∂(f ◦ ϕt)/∂t (with a slight abuse of
notation) and ∇ denotes the gradient (see e.g. [30]). In
3contrast to (1), the dynamics (6) are inﬁnite-dimensional
but linear.
While the ﬂow induced by (1) in the state space is given
by the nonlinear ﬂow map ϕ, the ﬂow induced by (6) in the
lifted space is given by the linear semigroup of Koopman
operators U t : F → F , t ≥ 0. This semigroup governs the
evolution of the observables along the trajectories, i.e.
U tf = f ◦ ϕt .
Under appropriate conditions (see Section III-C), the semi-
group of Koopman operators is strongly continuous and
generated by the operator
L = F · ∇ (7)
appearing in (6). In this case, we use the notation
U t = eLt . (8)
The operator L is called the inﬁnitesimal generator of the
Koopman operator and we denote its domain by D(L).
C. Linear identification in the lifted space
There is a one-to-one correspondence between systems
of the form (1) and lifted systems (6), or equivalently
between the ﬂow ϕt and the semigroup of Koopman
operators U t. Exploiting this equivalence, we propose to
solve the identiﬁcation problem in the lifted space instead
of the state space. This can be done in three steps (see
Figure 1).
1) Lifting of the data. Snapshots pairs (xk,yk) are
lifted to the space of observable by constructing new
pairs of the form (g(xk), g(yk)) for some g ∈ F .
The functions g are assumed to be continuously
diﬀerentiable and we call them basis functions. It
follows from (4) and (5) that
g(yk) = g(ϕTs(xk−ǫ(xk))+ǫ(yk)) ≈ UTsg(xk)+O(‖ǫ‖) .
(9)
2) Identification of the Koopman operator. A
ﬁnite-dimensional projection of the Koopman oper-
ator is obtained through a classic linear identiﬁca-
tion method that is similar to a component of the
Extended Dynamic Mode Decomposition (EDMD)
algorithm [26]. This yields (an approximation of) the
inﬁnitesimal generator L of the Koopman operator.
3) Identification of the vector field. Using (7), we
can ﬁnally obtain the vector ﬁeld F.
III. The main lifting method
A. Description of the method
This section describes in detail the three steps of our
main method. The ﬁrst step and the ﬁrst part of the second
step are related to a component of the EDMD algorithm
(see [26] for more details).
(1) lifting
 nonlinear 
identification
 (2) linear 
identification
 (3) identification 
of the vector field
Figure 1. Classical nonlinear system identiﬁcation is performed
directly in the state space. In contrast, the proposed lifting technique
consists of three steps: (1) lifting of the data; (2) linear identiﬁcation
of the Koopman operator in the lifted space; (3) identiﬁcation of the
vector ﬁeld.
1) First step - lifting of the data: The data must be
lifted to the inﬁnite-dimensional space F of observables.
However, the method has to be numerically tractable and
is developed in a ﬁnite-dimensional linear subspace FN ⊂
F spanned by a basis of N linearly independent functions.
The choice of basis functions {gk}Nk=1 can be arbitrary (e.g.
Fourier basis, radial basis functions), but might aﬀect the
method performances. Since the vector ﬁeld is assumed to
be polynomial, we naturally choose the basis of monomials
{gk}
N
k=1 = {pk}
N
k=1 with total degree less or equal to m to
facilitate the representation of the Koopman operator. The
number of basis functions is equal to N = (n+m)!/(n!m!).
For each snapshot pair (xk,yk) ∈ Rn×2, k ∈ {1, . . . ,K},
we construct a new pair (p(xk),p(yk)) ∈ RN×2, where
p(x) = (p1(x), . . . , pN (x))T denotes the vector of basis
monomials. In the following, we will also use the K × N
matrices
Px =
 p(x1)
T
...
p(xK)T
 Py =
 p(y1)
T
...
p(yK)T
 . (10)
2) Second step - identification of the Koopman operator:
Now we proceed to the identiﬁcation of the Koopman
operator U t, for t = Ts. More precisely, we will identify
the ﬁnite-rank operator UN : FN → FN of the form UN =
PNU
Ts |FN , where PN : F → FN is a projection operator
onto the subspace FN and where U t|FN : FN → F is the
restriction of the Koopman operator to FN . Considering
f = aT p , UNf = bTp , (11)
we can deﬁne a matrix UN ∈ RN×N such that
UN a = b . (12)
The matrix UN is a representation of the projected Koop-
man operator UN . It also provides an approximate ﬁnite-
dimensional linear description of the nonlinear system.
This description is not obtained through local linearization
techniques and is valid globally.
It follows from (11) and (12) that
UNf = UN (aTp) = (UNa)Tp (13)
and, since (13) holds for all a, we have
UNp
T = pTUN , (14)
4where the operator UN acts on each component of the
vector p. By considering each column separately, we obtain
PNU
Tspj = UNpj = cTj p, where cj is the jth column of
UN . This shows that each column of UN is related to the
projection onto FN of the image of a basis function pj
through the Koopman operator UTs .
There are an inﬁnity of possible projections PN . We
consider here a discrete orthogonal projection yielding the
least squares ﬁt at the points xk, k = 1, . . . ,K, with
K ≥ N :
PNg = argmin
g˜∈span{p1,...,pN}
K∑
k=1
|g˜(xk)− g(xk)|2 . (15)
This corresponds to the least squares solution
PNg = pTP†x
 g(x1)...
g(xK)

where P† denotes the pseudoinverse of P. For g = UTspj ,
we obtain
PN (UTspj) = pTP†x
 U
Tspj(x1)
...
UTspj(xK)
 ≈ pTP†x
 pj(y1)...
pj(yK)

where we used (9) evaluated at the states xk and assumed
that measurement noise ‖ǫ‖ is small. Equivalently, we have
UNp
T ≈ pTP†x Py so that (14) yields
UN ≈ P
†
x Py . (16)
Inspired by (8), we ﬁnally compute
Ldata =
1
Ts
log(P†x Py) , (17)
where the function log denotes the (principal) matrix
logarithm. The matrix Ldata is an approximation of the
matrix representation LN of LN = PNL|FN , where LNf =
pT (LNa) for all f = pTa. A rigorous justiﬁcation is given
in Section III-C.
Remark 2. Even with no measure noise, Ldata is only an
approximation of LN . Indeed, Ldata is the matrix repre-
sentation of the ﬁnite-rank operator 1
Ts
log(PNUTs |FN ) =
1
Ts
log(PNeLTs |FN ) 6= PNL|FN . The two matrices Ldata
and LN are identical only in the limit N →∞ and under
some additional conditions related to the non-uniqueness
of the matrix logarithm (see Section III-C). ⋄
3) Third step - identification of the vector field: We
are now in position to identify the coeﬃcients wk =
(w1k · · ·w
n
k ) of the vector ﬁeld. To do so, we express the
matrix representation of L in terms of the coeﬃcients wjk.
Then, we can ﬁnd the coeﬃcients by comparing the matrix
representation with the matrix Ldata obtained from data.
Computation of a matrix representation of L: It
follows from (2) and (7) that
L =
n∑
j=1
NF∑
k=1
wjk L
j
k (18)
with the linear operators
Ljk = pk
∂
∂xj
, j = 1, . . . , n , k = 1, . . . , NF . (19)
Recalling that the vector ﬁeld is a polynomial of total
degree less or equal to mF , we clearly see that the
operators Ljk map polynomials of total degree less or
equal to m0 to polynomials of total degree less or equal
to m = m0 + mF − 1. It follows that the operator
Ljk|FN0 : FN0 → FN is ﬁnite-rank (note that PNL
j
k|FN0 =
Ljk|FN0 ) and has a matrix representation L
j
k ∈ R
N×N0 ,
with N0 = (m0 + n)!/(m0!n!) ≤ N = (m + n)!/(m!n!).
Denoting by pm0 and pm the vectors of monomials of
total degree less or equal to m0 and m, respectively, we
have Ljkf = (L
j
ka)
Tpm for all f = aTpm0 . It follows that
Ljkp
m0 = (L
j
k)
Tpm, which implies that the lth column of
L
j
k corresponds to the expansion of L
j
kpl in the basis of
monomials pm.
Next, we deﬁne an index function Ψ(k) =
(ψ1(k), . . . , ψn(k)) that encodes the order of the
monomials in the vector p, i.e. pk(x) = x
ψ1(k)
1 · · ·x
ψn(k)
n .
Then (19) implies that
Ljkpl = ψj(l)pΨ−1(Ψ(k)+Ψ(l)−ej)
where ej ∈ Rn is the jth unit vector and the entries of L
j
k
are given by[
L
j
k
]
il
=
{
ψj(l) if Ψ(i) = Ψ(k) + Ψ(l)− ej ,
0 otherwise .
(20)
Note that the matrices L
j
k can also be obtained by multi-
plying a multiplication matrix and a diﬀerentiation matrix
(see [14] for more details). Finally, it follows from (18) that
the matrix representation of PNL|FN0 = L|FN0 is given by
L =
n∑
j=1
NF∑
k=1
wjk L
j
k . (21)
Computation of the coefficients wnk : In the previous
section, we have derived a matrix representation L of
PNL|FN0 . An approximation of this matrix representation
is also given by the N×N0 matrix
[
Ldata
]
N0
, constructed
with the N0 columns of (17) associated with monomials of
total degree less or equal to m0. Note that by disregarding
the N − N0 remaining columns in (17), we only consider
monomials that are mapped by L onto the span of basis
monomials of total degree less or equal to m, for which the
discrete orthogonal projection —i.e. the identity in this
case— is exact (see also the discussion in Section IV-C).
Then, it follows from (21) that the equality
[
Ldata
]
N0
≈
n∑
j=1
NF∑
k=1
wjk L
j
k (22)
5yields a linear set of equations, whose solutions wˆjk are the
estimates of the nNF coeﬃcients w
j
k. If m = 1, we have
N0 = n+1 and N = NF . Moreover, Ψj(l) = 1 if Ψ(l) = ej
and Ψj(l) = 0 otherwise. Using (20) and (22), we obtain
in this case wˆjk =
[
Ldata
]
kl
with l such that Ψ(l) = ej .
Indeed, since LNf = pT (LNa) for all f = pTa, it follows
that
PN (F · ∇pl) = pTLNel . (23)
Since Ψ(l) = ej (i.e. pl is a monomial of degree 1), we also
have
PN (F · ∇pl) = PNFj = Fj , (24)
so that Fj = pT (LNel) ≈ pT (Ldatael), i.e. the lth column
of Ldata contains the estimates wˆ
j
k.
If m > 1, the number of equations is greater than nNF
and the set of equations is overdetermined. The estimates
wˆjk are obtained in this case by the least squares solution
to the system wˆ1...
wˆNF
 = ~B† vec([Ldata]N0) (25)
with
~B =
(
| | | |
vec(L
1
1) · · · vec(L
n
1 ) · · · vec(L
1
NF
) · · · vec(L
n
NF
)
| | | |
)
and where vec stands for the vectorization of the matrix.
Some entries of L
j
k are zero for all j and k, so that the
corresponding entries of L do not depend on the values
wˆjk and the related equalities in (25) can be disregarded.
Remark 3 (Nonlinear least squares problem). The iden-
tiﬁcation problem could also be performed at the level
of the Koopman semigroup. However solving the equality
U = eLTs (with a square matrix L) amounts to solving a
(nonconvex) nonlinear least squares problem (as done in
[29]). This might also be equivalent to solving the direct
identiﬁcation problem with an exact Taylor discretization
of time-derivatives [31]. ⋄
Remark 4 (Estimation of the vector ﬁeld). If needed, the
method can directly provide the values F(xk) of the vector
ﬁeld. Evaluating (23) and (24) at xk for all k = 1, . . . ,K
and considering LN ≈ Ldata, we obtain an approximation
Fˆj of the vector ﬁeld given by Fˆj(x1)...
Fˆj(xK)
 = Px (Ldata el) (26)
with Ψ(l) = ej. This is quite similar to the approach
developed with the dual method presented in Section V.
⋄
B. Algorithm
Our main lifting method for system identiﬁcation is
summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Main lifting method for nonlinear system
identiﬁcation
Input: Snapshot pairs {(xk,yk)}Kk=1, xk ∈ R
n; sam-
pling period Ts; integers m0 ≥ 1 and mF ≥ 0.
Output: Estimates wˆjk.
1: m := m0 +mF − 1;
2: N0 := (m0+n)!/(m0!n!); N := (m+n)!/(m!n!); NF :=
(mF + n)!/(mF !n!)
3: while N > K do
4: Increase K (add snapshot pairs) or decrease m0 or
m
5: end while
6: Construct the K ×N matrices Px and Py deﬁned in
(10)
7: Compute the N ×N matrix Ldata deﬁned in (17)
8: if m0 = 1 then
9: wˆjk :=
[
Ldata
]
kl
, with l such that Ψl = ej
10: else
11: Construct the N ×N0 matrices L
j
k using (20)
12: wˆjk are given by (25)
13: end if
C. Theoretical results
In this section, we prove the convergence of Algorithm
1 in optimal conditions, i.e. with an inﬁnite number of
data points and basis functions, and an arbitrarily high
sampling rate.
We consider the space F = L2(X) (where ‖ · ‖ is the L2
norm) and the subspace FN spanned by the monomials
{pk}
N
k=1. We ﬁrst have the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Assume that the flow induced by (1) is invert-
ible and nonsingular 1, and that X is forward-invariant
(i.e. ϕt(X) ⊆ X for all t > 0) or backward-invariant2 (i.e.
ϕ−t(X) ⊆ X for all t > 0). If
‖PNf − f‖ → 0 (27)
for all f ∈ L2(X) as N → ∞, then the semigroup
of Koopman operators U t : L2(X) → L2(X) and the
infinitesimal generator L : D(L) → L2(X) satisfy∥∥(PNU t − ePNLPN t) f∥∥→ 0 for all f ∈ L2(X) as N →∞.
Proof. We ﬁrst check that the semigroup U t is strongly
continuous. For continuous functions g : X → R, which are
dense in L2(X), we have limt→0 ‖g−U tg‖ = 0. Moreover,
we have
‖U tf‖2 =
∫
X
|U tf(x)|2dx =
∫
ϕt(X)
|f(x)|2|Jϕ−t(x)|dx
≤ max
x∈X
|Jϕ−t(x)|‖f‖
2
1The ﬂow is nonsingular if µ(A) 6= 0 implies µ(ϕt(A)) 6= 0 for all
A ∈ Rn and all t > 0, where µ is the Lebesgue measure. This is a
generic condition that is satisﬁed when the vector ﬁeld F is Lipschitz
continuous, for instance.
2When X is backward-invariant, we assume that f(x) = 0 for all
x /∈ X and all f ∈ F , so that U t is a well-deﬁned semigroup.
6or equivalently
‖U tf‖2
‖f‖2
≤ max
x∈X
|Jϕt(x)|−1
where |Jϕt(x)| is the determinant of the Jacobian matrix
of ϕt(x). Since the ﬂow is nonsingular, |Jϕt(x)| 6= 0 implies
that U t is bounded. It follows that the semigroup of
Koopman operators U t is strongly continuous (see e.g. [32,
Proposition I.5.3(c)]).
Next, (27) implies that ‖PNLPNf − Lf‖ → 0 for all
f ∈ FN as N → ∞ and one easily veriﬁes that PNLPN
generates a strongly continuous semigroup of operators.
Moreover, the set FN with N → ∞ is dense in D(L) for
the graph norm ‖f‖L = ‖f‖ + ‖Lf‖ (since polynomial
functions are dense in Sobolev spaces, see e.g. [33]). Then,
it follows from the Trotter-Kato approximation theorem
(see e.g. [32, Theorem 4.8]) that ‖ePNLPN tf − U tf‖ → 0
for all f ∈ FN as N → ∞. Finally, using again (27), we
obtain
‖ePNLPN tf − PNU
tf‖ ≤ ‖ePNLPN tf − U tf‖
+ ‖U tf − PNU tf‖ → 0
for all f ∈ F as N →∞.
We are now in position to show that Algorithm 1
yields exact estimates wˆjk of the vector ﬁeld coeﬃcients
in optimal conditions.
Theorem 1. Assume that the sample points xk ∈ X are
uniformly randomly distributed in a compact forward or
backward invariant set X ⊂ [−1, 1]n, and consider yk =
ϕTs(xk) (no measurement noise) where ϕt is invertible and
nonsingular. If the Algorithm 1 is used with the data pairs
{xk,yk}
K
k=1, then wˆ
j
k → w
j
k for all j = 1, . . . , n and k =
1, . . . , NF as N →∞, K →∞, and Ts → 0.
Proof. Recall that LN and L are the matrix representa-
tions of LN = PNL|FN and PNL|FN0 , respectively. Using
(21), we have
n∑
j=1
NF∑
k=1
(wjk − wˆ
j
k)L
j
k = L−
n∑
j=1
NF∑
k=1
wˆjkL
j
k
=
(
L−
[
Ldata
]
N0
)
+
[Ldata]N0 − n∑
j=1
NF∑
k=1
wˆjkL
j
k
 ,
(28)
where
[
Ldata
]
N0
is constructed with N0 columns of Ldata.
We ﬁrst show that
L−
[
Ldata
]
N0
→ 0 (29)
as N → ∞. Since xk ∈ X , the discrete orthogonal
projection (15) is a well-deﬁned projection from L2(X)
to the subspace FN ⊂ L2(X) spanned by the monomials
{pk}
N
k=1. In addition, as K → ∞ (which is implied by
N → ∞), the discrete orthogonal projection converges
in the strong operator topology to the orthogonal L2
projection (see e.g. [34] for a proof) and since the mono-
mials form a complete basis of L2(X), the orthogonal
projection converges in the strong operator topology to
the identity operator as N →∞. This implies that (27) is
satisﬁed. Supposing that
(
PNU
Ts − ePNLPNTs
)
pl = aTp
with a ∈ RN and where pl ∈ FN is a monomial, we can
apply Lemma 1 and obtain
∥∥(PNUTs − ePNLPNTs) pl∥∥ =∥∥aTp∥∥ → 0 as N → ∞. Since the monomials form
a complete basis of linearly independent functions, we
have that a → 0. It is clear that a is the lth column
of UN − eLNTs , so that UN − eLNTs → 0, or equiva-
lently 1
Ts
logUN − 1Ts log e
LNTs → 0 as N → ∞. Since
there is no measurement noise, (16) and (17) imply that
1
Ts
logUN = Ldata. In addition, the spectrum of LN
is a subset of R × [−iπ/Ts, iπ/Ts] → C as Ts → 0,
so that 1
Ts
log eLNTs = LN . Finally, this implies that
Ldata − LN → 0 and since
[
LN
]
N0
= L, we obtain (29).
Now, we show that
[
Ldata
]
−
n∑
j=1
NF∑
k=1
wˆjk L
j
k → 0 . (30)
If m0 = 1 (i.e. N0 = n+1), the estimates wˆ
j
k are the exact
solution to (22), so that (30) holds. If m0 > 1, wˆ
j
k is the
least squares solution to (22), so that∥∥∥∥∥∥[Ldata]−
n∑
j=1
NF∑
k=1
wˆjk L
j
k
∥∥∥∥∥∥
Fr
= min
w
j
k
∥∥∥∥∥∥[Ldata]−
n∑
j=1
NF∑
k=1
wjk L
j
k
∥∥∥∥∥∥
Fr
≤
∥∥[Ldata]− L∥∥Fr +min
w
j
k
∥∥∥∥∥∥L−
n∑
j=1
NF∑
k=1
wjk L
j
k
∥∥∥∥∥∥
Fr
→ 0
where ‖ · ‖Fr denotes the Frobenius norm. Note that we
used (29) and the minimum is attained with the exact
coeﬃcients wjk, which are the solution to (21). The above
inequality implies (30). Then, (28), (29), and (30) yield
n∑
j=1
NF∑
k=1
(wjk − wˆ
j
k)L
j
k → 0 .
Consider the set L of indices l such that pl is a monomial
of degree 1, i.e. L = {l : Ψ(l) = ej′ for some j′}. It follows
from (20) that, for l ∈ L,[
L
j
k
]
il
=
{
δjj′ if Ψ(i) = Ψ(k) + ej′ − ej and Ψ(l) = ej′ ,
0 otherwise ,
where δjj′ denotes the Kronecker delta. Equivalently, for
l ∈ L,
[
L
j
k
]
il
6= 0 if and only if i = k and Ψ(l) = ej . This
implies that each matrix L
j
k has only one nonzero entry in
its lth columns with l ∈ L. In addition, this nonzero entry
lies in a diﬀerent pair of row and column for each matrix.
It follows that the matrices L
j
k are linearly independent, so
that wjk − wˆ
j
k → 0 for all j = 1, . . . , n and k = 1, . . . , NF ,
which concludes the proof.
Remark 5. The result of Theorem 1 could be extended
to other basis functions hk, but this is beyond the scope
of this paper. The main requirement for this more general
7result to hold is that the functions {(Ljkh1, . . . , L
j
khN0)}j,k
should be linearly independent in FN0 . ⋄
According to Theorem 1, Algorithm 1 identiﬁes exactly
the vector ﬁeld, even if the data are collected in a small
region of the state space. However, the result requires
optimal conditions, i.e. an inﬁnite number of data points
(K → ∞) and an inﬁnite sampling frequency (Ts → 0).
The inﬁnite number of data points is needed to represent
the Koopman operator exactly with an inﬁnite basis. Note
that the requirement to collect the data points on an
invariant set might not always be satisﬁed in practice. This
is however a technical condition that ensures that U t is
a well-deﬁned semigroup of operators on [0, Ts], which is
trivially satisﬁed in the limit Ts → 0. The inﬁnite sampling
frequency ensures that the eigenvalues of TsLN remain
in the strip {z ∈ C : |ℑ{z}| < π} as N → ∞, so that
log(exp(TsLN )) = TsLN . This issue is related to the so-
called system aliasing and is discussed with more details
in [35]. Intuitively, an inﬁnite sampling rate is needed
to capture the inﬁnity of frequencies that characterize a
nonlinear system. In practice, for a ﬁnite value N , the
eigenvalues of LN are bounded and correspond to the
dominant frequencies of the dynamics. In this case, good
results can be obtained with a ﬁnite —and possibly large—
sampling period Ts, as shown with some examples in
Section VI. The sampling period can even be arbitrarily
large when all the eigenvalues of L are real.
The above theoretical results are valid only when there
is no measurement noise. In presence of noise, the estima-
tor is biased and not consistent, because of the lifting of
the data. However, the algorithm performs well for small
measurement noise levels and is also shown to be robust
to process noise in Section VI.
IV. Extensions
We now consider several extensions of the proposed
method, which allow to identify open systems driven by
a known input or a white noise (i.e. process noise) and to
identify systems with non-polynomial vector ﬁelds.
A. Systems with inputs
Consider an open dynamical system of the form
x˙ = F(x,u(t)) (31)
with x ∈ Rn and with the input u ∈ U : R+ → Rp. We
deﬁne the associated ﬂow ϕ : R+ × Rn × U so that t 7→
ϕ(t,x,u(·)) is a solution of (31) with the initial condition x
and the input u(·). Following the generalization proposed
in [36], [37], we consider observables f : Rn×Rp → R and
deﬁne the semigroup of Koopman operators
U tf(x,u) = f(ϕt(x,u(·) = u),u)
where u(·) = u is a constant input. In this case, u
can be considered as additional state variables and the
above operator is the classic Koopman operator for the
augmented system x˙ = F(x,u), u˙ = 0. In particular, the
inﬁnitesimal generator is still given by (7).
It follows that the method proposed in Sections III-A1
and III-A2 can be used if
ϕTs(x,u(·)) ≈ ϕTs(x,u(·) = u(0)) .
This condition holds when the input can be considered
as constant between two snapshots (zero-order hold as-
sumption), or equivalently if the sampling rate is high
enough. The matrix UN is now obtained with snapshot
pairs ([xk,uk], [yk,uk]) ∈ R(n+p)×2 and the rest of the pro-
cedure follows on similar lines with the augmented state
space Rn+p. The eﬃciency of the identiﬁcation method in
the case of systems with inputs is shown in Section VI-B.
B. Process noise
We have considered so far only measurement noise. We
show that the proposed method is also robust to process
noise. Consider a system described by the stochastic dif-
ferential equation
dx = F (x)dt + σ dw(t) (32)
where w(t) is the Wiener process. We deﬁne the ﬂow
ϕ : R+ × Rn × Ω, where Ω is the probability space, such
that t 7→ ϕ(t,x, ω) is a solution to (32). In this case, the
semigroup of Koopman operators is deﬁned by (see e.g.
[13])
U tf(x) = E[f(ϕ(t,x, ω))]
and its inﬁnitesimal generator is given by
Lf = F · ∇f +
σ2proc
2
∆f
where ∆ =
∑
k ∂
2/∂x2k denotes the Laplacian operator
that accounts for diﬀusion. The inﬁnitesimal generator is
related to the so-called Kolmogorov backward equation.
Now we can show that the numerical scheme of the pro-
posed identiﬁcation method does not need to be adapted
to take process noise into account. As explained in [26],
the ﬁrst step of the method (Section III-A1) is still valid
for identifying the matrix U. In the second step (Section
III-A2), the procedure is the same, except that one has to
consider the Laplacian operator whose representation in
the basis of monomials is
D =
n∑
j=1
Dj ∈ R
N×N0
with
[Dj ]il =
{
Ψj(l)(Ψj(l)− 1) if Ψ(i) = Ψ(l)− 2ej
0 otherwise
(where the index function Ψ is the one deﬁned in Section
III-A3). The equality (22) is then replaced by
n∑
j=1
NF∑
k=1
wˆjk L
j
k +
σ2
2
D =
[
Ldata
]
N0
where σ is an additional unknown. While the operators Ljk
map monomials of total degree m to monomials of total
8degree greater or equal to m − 1, the Laplacian operator
maps monomials of total degree m to monomials of total
degreem−2. Therefore all nonzero entries ofD correspond
to zero entries of L
j
k, so that the addition of the diﬀusion
term only modiﬁes entries of L which do not depend on
wˆjk. In other words, the diﬀusion term does not aﬀect the
equalities on wˆjk, whose solution is still given by (25). In
Section VI-B, an example illustrates the robustness of the
method against process noise.
C. Non polynomial vector fields
The method can be adapted to identify non-polynomial
vector ﬁelds of the form (2), where the library functions
hk are not monomials. In this case, it is clear that the
inﬁnitesimal generator L = F · ∇, and in particular the
operators Ljk = hk∂/∂xj, might not map the monomials
pk onto polynomials. However, we can still perform the
second step of the algorithm by considering the operators
PNL
j
k|FN : FN → FN , where FN is a subspace of polyno-
mial functions. In this case, the projection PN : F → FN
must be eﬀectively computed, which was not necessary
when the vector ﬁeld was polynomial. This projection
can be the usual orthogonal projection or the discrete L2
projection minimizing the least squares error at the data
points.
However, using the projection PN adds an additional
error to the ﬁnite-dimensional approximation of the oper-
ator. Instead, we prefer to consider a representation of the
operators Ljk from a subspace FN0 of polynomial functions
of total degree less or equal to m0 to an “augmented”
subspace
F ′N = FN0
× span
({
Ljkpl|pl ∈ FN0 , j = 1, . . . , n, k = 1, . . . , NF
})
.
We can therefore compute the matrix representation of
the operators Ljk|FN0 : FN0 → F
′
N without using the
projection P ′N onto F
′
N , since P
′
NL
j
k|FN0 = L
j
k|FN0 . In the
case FN0 = span({x1, . . . , xn}) (i.e. m0 = 1), we simply
get F ′N = FN0 × span({hk, k = 1, . . . , NF }).
We ﬁnally note that a more straightforward method
is to perform a least squares regression on the values of
the vector ﬁeld at the sample points, values which can
be obtained according to Remark 4. However, numerical
experiments suggest that this method is less eﬃcient than
the above-mentioned method.
V. A dual lifting method for large systems
A major limitation of the main method presented in
Section III (Algorithm 1) is that it might require a large
number of data points. Indeed, the number of data points
must be larger than the number of basis functions (K ≥
N) to ensure that the discrete orthogonal projection (15)
is well-deﬁned. In the case of high-dimensional systems
in particular, the number of basis functions is huge and
is likely to exceed the number of available data points.
Moreover, the algorithm might also be computationally
intractable (e.g. computation of the matrix logarithm in
(17)). In this section, we circumvent the above limitations
by proposing a dual approach, which is developed in a K-
dimensional “sample space” instead of the N -dimensional
functional space. This method can be used when the
number of basis functions is larger than the number of
data points, i.e. N ≥ K.
A. Description of the method
Similarly to the main lifting method, the dual method
consists of three steps: lifting of the data, identiﬁcation
of the Koopman operator, and identiﬁcation of the vector
ﬁeld. In the last step, the algorithm provides the value of
the vector ﬁeld at each data point, so that the dual method
can be seen as an indirect method for time derivatives
estimation. This is similar in essence to the vector ﬁeld
estimation detailed in Remark 4. The identiﬁcation is
achieved in a distributed way, a feature which makes the
algorithm computationally tractable in the case of high-
dimensional systems and well-suited to parallel computing.
1) First step - lifting of the data: This step is similar
to the ﬁrst step of the main method (Section III-A1).
But in this case, choosing the basis functions equal to the
library functions of the vector ﬁeld is not more convenient
for the next steps. We will therefore consider monomi-
als gk = pk, but also Gaussian radial basis functions
gk(x) = e−γ‖x−xk‖
2
with k = 1, . . . ,K and where γ > 0 is
a parameter. We construct the data K ×N matrices
Px =
 g(x1)
T
...
g(xK)T
 Py =
 g(y1)
T
...
g(yK)T
 (33)
where g is the vector of basis functions gk. When using
Gaussian radial basis functions, the number of basis func-
tions is equal to the number of samples (i.e. N = K) and
therefore does not depend on the dimension n. This is
particularly useful in the case of high-dimensional systems,
where the matrices (33) should be of reasonable size.
In Section VI, we will only use Gaussian radial basis
functions.
2) Second step - identification of the Koopman operator:
We use a dual matrix representation of the Koopman
operator, which is inspired (but slighted diﬀerent) from
a kernel-based approach developed in [27].
In the main method, we constructed the N ×N matrix
UN ≈ P
†
x Py which represents the operator UN . Instead,
we can consider the K ×K matrix representation
U˜K ≈ Py P
†
x = Px UN P
†
x , (34)
a construction which is similar to the original formulation
of the Dynamic Mode Decomposition (DMD) algorithm3
[21]. The matrix Px can be interpreted as a change of coor-
3This would correspond exactly to DMD if the basis functions gj
were replaced by functions gj(x) = ϕ
(j−1)ts (x).
9dinates, and U˜K appears to be the matrix representation
of UTs in the “sample space”: for all f ∈ FN , we have U
Tsf(x1)
...
UTsf(xK)
 ≈ U˜K
 f(x1)...
f(xK)
 . (35)
We have seen that the jth column cj of UN satisﬁes
Pxcj ≈ (pj(y1) · · · pj(yK))T and corresponds to the
projection (15) of UTspj on FN (expressed in the basis of
functions). Each of the K data points yields a constraint
and there are N unknowns, so that K ≥ N is required.
In contrast, it follows from (35) that the ith row ri of
U˜K can be seen, for all f , as the coeﬃcients of the linear
combination of the values f(x1), . . . , f(xK) that is equal to
UTsf(xi). The row ri satisﬁes riPx ≈ (g1(yi) · · · gN(yi)),
i.e. ri is obtained by considering the N “test” functions gj.
In this case, each of the N functions yields a constraint and
there are K unknowns, so that K ≤ N is required.
Remark 6. Following similar lines as in [27], we note that
we have
U˜K ≈ PyP
†
x = PyP
T
x (PxP
T
x )
† , AG†
where the entries of A and G can be interpreted as the
inner products
[A]ij = p(xj)Tp(yi) , [G]ij = p(xj)Tp(xi)
(Here, we consider without loss of generality that the
matricesPx and Py are constructed with monomials.) The
inner products can be approximated by a Gaussian kernel
function g(xi,xj) = gj(xi), so that
[A]ij = [A]ij = g(xi,xj) , [G]ij = [A]ij = g(yi,xj) .
In this context, constructing Px and Py with Gaussian
radial basis functions is equivalent to constructing the
inner-product matrices A and G. ⋄
Finally, similarly to (17), we compute the K×K matrix
L˜data =
1
Ts
log(Py P†x) . (36)
3) Third step - identification of the vector field: Using
a similar idea as the one explained in Remark 4, we can
directly identify the vector ﬁeld at the diﬀerent values xk
and the coeﬃcients wkj are then obtained by solving n
separate regression problems.
Computation of the vector field F(xk): We assume
that L˜data is an approximation of the matrix representa-
tion of L in the sample space and we have F(x1) · ∇f(x1)...
F(xK) · ∇f(xK)
 =
Lf(x1)...
Lf(xK)
 ≈ L˜data
f(x1)...
f(xK)
 .
Considering the above equality with the identity function
f(x) = x, we obtain an approximation Fˆ of the vector ﬁeld
that is given by Fˆ(x1)
T
...
Fˆ(xK)T
 ≈ L˜data
 x
T
1
...
xTK
 . (37)
The choice of the functions f used to obtain (37) is
arbitrary. However, considering monomials of degree one is
natural and choosing more functions would yield an over-
constrained problem which does not necessarily improve
the accuracy of the result. Note also that an approach
more similar to the main method is to compute (an
approximation of) the matrix representation of L = F · ∇
in the sampling space and compare it with L˜data. However,
this does not yield better results.
Computation of the coefficients wjk: When the value
of the vector ﬁeld is known at every data points, we can
ﬁnd an estimation wˆjk of the coeﬃcients w
j
k by solving a
regression problem. This problem is decoupled: for each
j = 1, . . . , n, we have to solve
Fˆj(xk) =
NF∑
l=1
wˆlj hl(xk) k = 1, . . . ,K ,
which takes the form Fˆj(x1)...
Fˆj(xK)
 = Hx
 wˆ
j
1
...
wˆjNF
 (38)
with
Hx =
 h(x1)
T
...
h(xK)T
 (39)
and where h is the vector of library functions hk of the
vector ﬁeld. We do not make any assumption on these
library functions, which are not necessarily monomials.
Since we can reasonably assume that most coeﬃcients
are zero, we can promote sparsity of the vector of coeﬃ-
cients wˆlj by adding a penalty term, which yields the Lasso
optimization problem [38]
min
w∈RNF
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥Hxw−
 Fˆj(x1)...
Fˆj(xK)

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
2
+ ρ‖w‖1 (40)
where ρ is a positive regularization parameter. Other
techniques could also be used to infer w from the values
of the vector ﬁeld (see e.g. [8], [7]). More generally, ma-
chine learning techniques could also be used to solve the
regression problem (38).
B. Algorithm
The dual method is summarized in Algorithm 2.
C. Theoretical results
We now show the convergence of Algorithm 2 in optimal
conditions. Let X ⊂ Rn be a compact set that contains all
the data points xk and assume that F = L2(X) (where
‖ · ‖ is the L2 norm). We consider a partition {Xk}Kk=1 of
X such that xk ∈ Xk and xj /∈ Xk for all j 6= k and such
that the Lebesgue measure µ(Xk) of each set is equal, i.e.
µ(Xk) = µ(X)/K. Let also F˜K be the set of functions that
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Algorithm 2 Dual lifting method for nonlinear system
identiﬁcation
Input: Snapshot pairs {(xk,yk)}Kk=1, xk ∈ R
n; basis
functions {gk}Nk=1 (with N ≥ K) ; library functions
{hk}
NF
k=1.
Output: Estimates Fˆ(xk) and wˆ
j
k.
1: Construct the K ×N matrices Px and Py deﬁned in
(33)
2: Compute the K ×K matrix L˜data deﬁned in (36)
3: Obtain Fˆ(xk) with (37)
4: Construct the K ×NF matrices Hx deﬁned in (39)
5: For each j, solve the regression problem (38), e.g. solve
the Lasso problem (40), to obtain wˆjk
are piecewise constant on this partition. Then, the matrix
U˜K can be interpreted as the matrix representation of the
ﬁnite-rank operator U˜K : F˜K → F˜K that minimizes
N∑
l=1
∥∥∥(P˜KUTs − U˜KP˜K) gl∥∥∥2
=
µ(X)
K
N∑
l=1
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
 gl(y1)...
gl(yK)
− U˜K
 gl(x1)...
gl(xK)

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
,
(41)
where P˜K : F → F˜K is the projection operator such that
P˜Kf(x) = f(xk) for all x ∈ Xk. Denoting by FK the span
of {gj}Kl=1, we will also use the projection ΠK : F → FK
obtained through interpolation with collocation points xk,
i.e. ΠKf(xk) = f(xk) for all k = 1, . . . ,K. It is easy to
see that, for all f ∈ F ,
P˜KΠKf = P˜Kf ΠK P˜Kf = ΠKf . (42)
We ﬁrst prove the following lemma.
Lemma 2. Consider the semigroup of operators U t :
L2(X) → L2(X) and its infinitesimal generator L :
D(L)→ L2(X). Suppose that {gl}∞l=1, with gl ∈ C
1(X), is
dense in D(L) for the graph norm ‖f‖L = ‖f‖+ ‖Lf‖. If
there exists L˜K : F˜K → F˜K that satisfies(
P˜KL− L˜K P˜K
)
gl = 0 (43)
for all gl ∈ F with l ≤ K, then
∥∥∥(P˜KU t − eL˜KtP˜K) gl∥∥∥→
0 as K →∞.
Proof. We have∥∥∥(L− L˜K P˜K) gL∥∥∥ ≤ ∥∥∥(L− P˜KL) gl∥∥∥
+
∥∥∥(P˜KL− L˜KP˜K) gL∥∥∥→ 0 (44)
where we used (43) and the fact that piecewise constant
functions are dense in L2(X). Moreover, it follows from
(42) that
L˜KP˜Kf = L˜KP˜KΠKf = P˜KLΠKf = P˜KΠKLΠK P˜Kf,
so that L˜KP˜K generates a strongly continuous (ﬁnite-
rank) semigroup of operators eL˜K P˜Kt : F → F . Using
(44) and applying Trotter-Kato approximation theorem
(see e.g. [32, Theorem 4.8]), we obtain∥∥∥(U t − eL˜KtP˜K) gl∥∥∥ = ∥∥∥(U t − eL˜K P˜Kt) gl∥∥∥→ 0
as K →∞, and ﬁnally∥∥∥(P˜KU t − eL˜KtP˜K) gl∥∥∥ ≤ ∥∥∥(P˜KU t − U t)∥∥∥
+
∥∥∥(U t − eL˜KtP˜K) gl∥∥∥→ 0 .
The following results show that Algorithm 2 provides
exact estimates Fˆ(xk) of the vector ﬁeld in optimal con-
ditions.
Theorem 2. Assume that the sample points xk ∈ X
are uniformly randomly distributed in a compact forward
invariant set X, and consider yk = ϕTs(xk) (no measure-
ment noise). Suppose that {gl}
∞
l=1, with gl ∈ C
1(X), form
a linearly independent basis of F and that its span is dense
in D(L) for the graph norm ‖f‖L = ‖f‖ + ‖Lf‖, with
‖ΠKf − f‖L → 0 for all f ∈ F as K → ∞. If the
Algorithm 2 is used with the data pairs {xk,yk}
K
k=1 and
with basis functions gl where K = N (case 1) or such that∑
l ‖∇gl‖
2
L∞(X) <∞ (case 2), then
1
K
K∑
k=1
∥∥∥F(xk)− Fˆ(xk)∥∥∥2 → 0
as K →∞, N →∞, and Ts → 0.
Proof. In the following, we denote by f˜(xk) the vectors
f˜(xk) ,
 f(x1)...
f(xK)
 .
If N = K (case 1), the minimization of (41) is not
overconstrained and U˜K satisﬁes
g˜l(yk)− U˜K g˜l(xk) = 0 (45)
exactly for all l. In the other situation (case 2), we denote
x′k = arg min
xk
|xk − yk| and it follows from (41) that
N∑
l=1
1
K
∥∥∥g˜l(yk)− U˜K g˜l(xk)∥∥∥2
= min
UK∈RK×K
N∑
l=1
1
K
‖g˜l(yk)−UK g˜l(xk)‖
2
≤
N∑
l=1
1
K
‖g˜l(yk)− g˜l(x′k)‖
2
≤
1
K
K∑
k=1
N∑
l=1
‖∇gl‖
2
L∞(X)‖x
′
k − yk‖
2 → 0
since
∑N
l=1 ‖∇gl‖
2
L∞(X) is bounded (case 2) and ‖x
′
k−yk‖
is arbitrarily small as K → ∞ (X is forward invariant).
This implies that
1
K
∥∥∥g˜l(yk)− U˜K g˜l(xk)∥∥∥→ 0 (46)
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as K →∞.
Moreover, since {gl}Nl=1 is a set of linearly independent
functions, so is the set {P˜Kgl}Nl=1 in FK for K large
enough. It follows that the operator L˜K satisfying (43)
exists. Then, Lemma 2 implies that
1
K
∥∥∥g˜l(yk)− eL˜KTs g˜l(xk)∥∥∥→ 0
where L˜K is the matrix representation of L˜K . Combining
with (45) or (46), we obtain
1
K
∥∥∥(U˜K − eL˜KTs) g˜l(xk)∥∥∥ ≤ 1
K
∥∥∥U˜K g˜l(xk)− g˜l(yk)∥∥∥
+
1
K
∥∥∥g˜l(yk)− eL˜KTs g˜l(xk)∥∥∥→ 0 .
Since the vectors g˜l(xk) form a linearly independent basis
in RK asK →∞, we have U˜K−eL˜KTs → 0 or equivalently
1
Ts
log U˜K − 1Ts log e
L˜KTs → 0. Since there is no measure-
ment noise, (34) and (36) imply that L˜data = 1Ts log U˜K
and, in addition, 1
Ts
log eL˜KTs = L˜K as Ts → 0. Hence, we
obtain L˜data = L˜K . Denoting by x(j) the jth component
of x, we have
1
K
K∑
k=1
(
Fj(xk)− Fˆj(xk)
)2
=
1
K
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
Fj(x1)...
Fj(xK)
− L˜data

x
(j)
1
...
x
(j)
K

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
=
1
K
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
Fj(x1)...
Fj(xK)
− L˜K

x
(j)
1
...
x
(j)
K

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
or equivalently
µ(X)
K
K∑
k=1
(
Fj(xk)− Fˆj(xk)
)2
=
∥∥∥P˜KLx(j) − L˜KP˜Kx(j)∥∥∥2
where µ(X) denotes the Lebesgue measure of X . Finally,
we have∥∥∥(P˜KL− L˜KP˜K)x(j)∥∥∥ ≤∥∥∥P˜KL(x(j) −ΠKx(j))∥∥∥+ ∥∥∥L˜KP˜K (x(j) −ΠKx(j))∥∥∥
+
∥∥∥(P˜KL− L˜KP˜K)ΠKx(j)∥∥∥→ 0
where we used the fact that ‖ΠKf − f‖L → 0, (42), and
(43). This concludes the proof.
Theorem 2 proves the convergence of Algorithm 2 when
it is used with Gaussian radial basis functions. This basis
is dense with respect to the Sobolev norm in D(L) and
so that ‖ΠKf − f‖L → 0 (see [39], [40]). Moreover,
it is linearly independent and satisﬁes the additional
technical conditions (case 1). Polynomial functions are
dense with respect to the Sobolev norm, but the condition
‖ΠKf − f‖L → 0 might not be satisﬁed for general
polynomials and without additional conditions on the
sampling (collocation) points xk. This motivates the use
of Gaussian radial basis functions.
Table I summarizes the main diﬀerences between the
two frameworks (main and dual methods).
VI. Illustrative examples
The goal of this section is to provide several examples
to illustrate the two methods, including some extensions
of the main method. We do not provide here an extensive
study of the performance with respect to the choice of basis
functions and parameters, considering that this is out of
the scope of the present paper.
We consider simulated data and, unless otherwise
stated, we add a Gaussian state-dependent measurement
noise with zero mean and standard deviation σmeas = 0.01
(see (5)).
A. Main method
We use the lifting method described in Section III, with
the parametersm0 = 1 and mF = 3 (m1 = m0+mF −1 =
3). We consider three systems that exhibit diﬀerent types
of behaviors.
1) Van der Pol oscillator: the dynamics are given by
x˙1 = x2
x˙2 = (1 − x21)x2 − x2
and possess a stable limit cycle.
2) Unstable equilibrium: the dynamics are given by
x˙1 = 3 x1 + 0.5 x2 − x1x2 + x22 + 2 x
3
1
x˙2 = 0.5 x1 + 4 x2
and are characterized by an unstable equilibrium at
the origin.
3) Chaotic Lorenz system: the dynamics are given by
x˙1 = 10(x2 − x1)
x˙2 = x1(28− x3)− x2
x˙3 = x1x2 − 8/3 x3
and exhibit a chaotic behavior.
A set of K data pairs is generated by taking snapshots
at times {0, Ts, . . . ,K/rTs} from r trajectories of these
systems. For the ﬁrst two systems, we consider a setting
that is not well-suited to a direct estimation of the deriva-
tives: the sampling period Ts is (reasonably) large and
only two or three data points are taken on each trajectory.
The identiﬁcation of the third system, however, requires a
smaller sampling period and a larger number of samples.
Parameters used to generate the datasets are summarized
in the left part of Table II.
For each model, Algorithm 1 yields the estimates wˆjk
of the coeﬃcients wjk. We compute the root mean square
error
RMSE =
√√√√ 1
nNF
n∑
j=1
NF∑
k=1
(
(wjk)− (wˆ
j
k)
)2
(47)
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Table I
Comparison between the main method and the dual method.
Main method Dual method
Constraints on data K ≥ N K ≤ N
Subspace of functions Space of observables FN “Sample space” F˜K
Basis functions Monomials (i.e. gk = pk) Preferably Gaussian RBF gk
Projected Koopman operator UNf = PNU
Tsf ∀f ∈ FN U˜KP˜Kgk ≈ P˜KU
Tsgk ∀gk ∈ F˜K
Matrix representation UN = P
†
x Py ∈ R
N×N U˜K = Py P
†
x ∈ R
K×K
and the normalized root mean square error NRMSE =
RMSE/w, where w is the average value of the nonzero
coeﬃcients |wjk|. The RMSE and NRMSE values averaged
over 50 experiments are small (Table II) and show that
the lifting method achieves good performance to identify
each system with a fairly low number of samples.
For the three systems described above, we also consider
the eﬀect of the sampling period Ts on the performance
of the method (Figure 2). In the noiseless case, the
NRMSE decreases (exponentially) as the sampling period
decreases. This is in agreement with the fact that the
NRMSE tends to zero as Ts → 0 (Theorem 1). With
measurement noise, this is not the case since the method
is biased. In this case, small values of the sampling period
make the method more sensitive to noise, so that the
minimal (nonzero) value of the NRMSE is obtained with
an intermediate value of the sampling period.
Ts
0 0.5 1
N
R
M
SE
10-6
10-4
10-2
100
σmeas = 0.01
σmeas = 0
(a) Van der Pol
Ts
0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25
N
R
M
SE
10-4
10-2
100
σmeas = 0.01
σmeas = 0
(b) Unstable
Ts
0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05
N
R
M
SE
10-5
10-4
10-3
10-2
10-1
100
σmeas = 0.01
σmeas = 0
(c) Lorenz
Figure 2. Eﬀect of the sampling period on the normalized root mean
square error (averaged over 50 experiments). Parameters are given in
Table II.
Next, the approximation of the vector ﬁeld obtained
with (26) is compared with the approximation obtained
directly from data through (central) ﬁnite diﬀerences, i.e.
Fˆ(xk) =
xk+1 − xk−1
2Ts
.
We consider the three systems and compute the normal-
ized root mean square error on the vector ﬁeld
NRMSEF =
√
1
K−1
∑n
j=1
∑K
k=2
∥∥∥Fˆ(xk)− F(xk)∥∥∥2
1
K−1
∑K
k=2 ‖F(xk)‖
averaged over 10 experiments, for diﬀerent values of the
sampling period. The results are shown in Figure 3. For
each system, we observe that the approximation obtained
with the lifting method provides an estimate with an
acceptable error (e.g. NRMSEF < 0.1) for larger values
of the sampling period than the direct ﬁnite diﬀerence
method. This approximation is also characterized by a
clear transition at a critical value of the sampling period,
above which the NRMSE sharply increases (not observed
with the unstable system, for which the critical value
is beyond the maximal integration time). These results
demonstrate the need of considering an indirect method
to estimate the vector ﬁeld (and therefore identify the
system) when the sampling period is large.
Ts
0 0.5 1
N
R
M
SE
F
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
Lifting method
Central difference
(a) Van der Pol
Ts
0 0.1 0.2 0.3
N
R
M
SE
F
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
Lifting method
Central difference
(b) Unstable
Ts
0 0.02 0.04 0.06
N
R
M
SE
F
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
Lifting method
Central difference
(c) Lorenz
Figure 3. Comparison of the normalized root mean square error on
the vector ﬁeld estimated with the lifting method and with a ﬁnite
diﬀerence method (averaged over 10 experiments). The parameters
are the same as in Table II, except for the unstable system where
K = 40 (2 data pairs on each trajectory) and the initial conditions
are in the set [−0.1, 0.1]2.
B. Extensions
We now illustrate several extensions of the lifting
method mentioned in Section IV: systems with inputs,
process noise, and non-polynomial vector ﬁelds.
1) Input and process noise: We consider the forced
Duﬃng system
x˙1 = x2 (48)
x˙2 = x1 − x31 − 0.2 x2 + 0.2 x
2
1 cos(t) (49)
and generate K = 250 snapshot data pairs from 5 tra-
jectories (50 on each), with initial conditions on [−1, 1]2.
The lifting method provides a good estimation of the
vector ﬁeld (including the forcing term 0.2 x21 cos(t)). The
RMSE (see Equation (47)) and NRMSE computed over all
coeﬃcients (including those related to the forcing term)
are given in Table III for diﬀerent values of the sampling
period. Note that we use again the parameters m0 = 1
and mF = 3.
Now, we replace the forcing term in (49) by the white
noise η(t) with diﬀerent values of the standard deviation
σproc (note that we still add measurement noise with
σmeas = 0.01). We generate K = 500 snapshot data pairs
from 10 trajectories computed with the Euler-Maruyama
scheme, with initial conditions on [−1, 1]2. The sampling
period is equal to Ts = 0.2. As shown in Table IV, the
error is small even with strong process noise, suggesting
that the method is robust against process noise.
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Table II
Features of the datasets and (normalized) root mean square error averaged over 50 simulations.
Sampling Total number Number of Initial
RMSE NRMSE
period (Ts) of data pairs (K) trajectories (r) conditions
1. Van der Pol 0.5 30 15 [−1, 1]2 0.023 0.023
2. Unstable 0.2 20 20 [−0.5, 0.5]2 0.150 0.087
3. Lorenz 0.033 300 20 [−20, 20]3 0.451 0.059
Table III
(Normalized) root mean square error (averaged over 50
experiments) related to the identification of the forced
Duffing system.
Sampling
RMSE NRMSE
period (Ts)
0.2 0.032 0.046
0.4 0.031 0.045
0.6 0.057 0.084
Table IV
(Normalized) root mean square error (averaged over 10
experiments) related to the identification of the Duffing
system with process noise.
Noise strength
RMSE NRMSE
(σproc)
0.2 0.063 0.079
0.4 0.065 0.082
0.6 0.074 0.092
0.8 0.067 0.084
0.1 0.094 0.117
2) Non polynomial vector fields: In this example, we
consider a genetic toggle switch (see e.g. [41])
x˙1 = −x1 + 2 x2
x˙2 = −x2 +
2
1 + x23
x˙3 = −2 x3 + 2 x4
x˙4 = −2 x4 +
1
1 + x31
and we generate K = 50 snapshot data pairs from 50
trajectories, with initial conditions on [0, 1]4. The sampling
period is Ts = 0.1. Since the vector ﬁeld is not polynomial,
we use the extension presented in Section IV-C. The basis
functions are the 5 monomials of total degree 0 and 1 (i.e.
m0 = 1 and mF = 1), to which we add 12 Hill functions
1
1 + xlk
k = {1, 2, 3, 4} , l = {1, 2, 3} . (50)
When there is no measurement noise, all coeﬃcients (in-
cluding those related to non-polynomial terms) are in-
ferred correctly and we obtain a NRMSE equal to 0.008
(averaged over 50 experiments). However, the results are
sensitive to noise in this case. With a measurement noise
with σmeas = 0.001, the NRMSE increases to 0.494. As
shown below, the dual method is more robust to noise in
this case.
C. Dual method
We illustrate the dual method in the case of a non-
polynomial vector ﬁeld. The main interest of the method,
however, is its use with high-dimensional datasets, where
the number of basis functions N is (much) larger than the
number of sample points K. This will be illustrated in the
next section.
The dual method requires to solve a regression problem.
When K < NF , we solve the (underconstrained) Lasso
problem (40) with the MATLAB toolbox “yall1” [42], [43]
(L1-L2 problem, with the parameter ρ = 0.01). When
K ≥ NF , we solve the (overconstrained) problem (40)
with the MATLAB function “lasso” (with the parameter
λ = 1/K). Note that the value of the regularization
parameter might not be optimal in all cases, and we did
not extensively study its eﬀect on the performance of the
algorithm. In the following, we only use Gaussian radial
basis functions with γ = 0.1 or γ = 0.01. Numerical
simulations performed with monomial bases (not shown
here) yield similar results for small dimensions, but are
less accurate and more computationally expensive for large
dimensions.
We consider the toggle switch system introduced in
Section VI-B. Sample points are generated in the same
conditions (i.e. K = 50, Ts = 0.1). We consider Gaussian
radial basis functions with γ = 0.1 and 17 library functions
(5 monomials of total degree 0 and 1, and 12 Hill functions
(50)). With no noise, the NRMSE (averaged over 50
experiments) is equal to 0.064, which is worse than with
the main method (Section VI-B). However, we obtain a
NRMSE equal 0.117 with σmeas = 0.001 and equal to
0.637 with σmeas = 0.01. This shows that, in this case, the
dual method is more robust to measurement noise than the
main method.
D. Application to network identification
In the context of dynamical systems, each state can be
seen as the node of a network. Moreover, a link can be
drawn from node i to node j if the dynamics of the state
xj depends on the state xi. Under the assumption that the
vector ﬁeld is of the form (2), there is a link from node
i to node j if there is at least one nonzero coeﬃcient wjk
such that the corresponding library function hk depends
on xi.
Network reconstruction aims at predicting links between
states from data, a goal which is equivalent to ﬁnding
nonzero coeﬃcients wjk in our setting. We will consider
that estimated coeﬃcients wˆjk with a small absolute value
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are mainly due to measurement noise and have an exact
value wjk equal to zero. Hence, we decide that a link is
present in the network only if the related value |wjk| is
above a given threshold. To evaluate the performance of
the method, one can compute the true positive rate (i.e.
number of correctly identiﬁed links divided by the actual
number of links) and the false positive rate (i.e. number of
incorrectly identiﬁed links divided by the actual number
of missing links). Varying the threshold value, we can plot
the true positive rate against the false positive rate, which
corresponds to the receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curve. If the area under the ROC curve (AUROC) is close
to one, the network inference method provides good results
(bad result correspond to a value close to 0.5).
1) Kuramoto oscillators: We consider a network of n
Kuramoto phase oscillators
θi = ωi +
C
n
n∑
j=1
aij sin(θj − θi) i = 1, . . . , n
with θi ∈ [0, 2π). The coupling strength is set to C =
10 and the natural frequencies ωi are uniformly randomly
distributed on [0, 0.1]. The values aij are the entries of
the weighted adjacency matrix of a random Erdős-Rényi
graph (with a probability plink = 0.3 for any two nodes to
be connected). The link weights are uniformly randomly
distributed on [0, 1].
For two networks (n = 20 and n = 100), we generate K
sample pairs from K/5 trajectories (5 data pairs on each
trajectory), with Ts = 0.2. Initial conditions are uniformly
distributed on [0, 2π)n. Note that we do not consider data
points on [0, 2π) but on the real line R (i.e. without the
modulo operation) where there is no discontinuity between
0 and 2π. We use the dual method with Gaussian radial
basis functions (with γ = 0.1) and with NF = n library
functions
{1 , sin(θ1 − θi) , . . . , sin(θi−1 − θi) ,
sin(θi+1 − θi) , . . . , sin(θn − θi)}
for the ith component of the vector ﬁeld. ROC curves are
shown in Figure 4 and the results are summarized in Table
V, for diﬀerent values of K and σmeas. They show that the
dual method achieves good performance to reconstruct the
whole network. In particular, with high threshold values,
one can infer many true positive links with no false positive
links.
False positive rate
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Figure 4. ROC curves obtained with the dual method for the
reconstruction of a network of Kuramoto oscillators.
Table V
Results obtained with the dual method for the
reconstruction of a network of Kuramoto oscillators.
n K σmeas AUROC
20 250 0.01 0.95
100 500 0.001 0.96
100 2000 0.01 0.83
2) Network with nonlinear couplings: We consider a
network where each state is directly inﬂuenced by other
states through ninter quadratic and cubic nonlinearities.
Each nonlinear interaction depends on at most two states.
The dynamics of the system are given by
x˙j = −ξjxj +
ninter∑
k=1
ζj,k x
σ1(j,k)
ν1(j,k)
x
σ2(j,k)
ν2(j,k)
j = 1, . . . , n
(51)
where the coeﬃcients ξj are chosen according to a uni-
form distribution on [0, 1] and ζj,k are distributed ac-
cording to a Gaussian distribution of zero mean and
standard deviation equal to one. The map ν = (ν1, ν2) :
{1, . . . , n}×{1, . . . , ninter} → {1, . . . , n}2 randomly selects
the subscripts and the map σ = (σ1, σ2) : {1, . . . , n} ×
{1, . . . , ninter} → {0, 1, 2, 3}2 randomly selects the ex-
ponents in such a way that σ1(j, k) + σ2(j, k) ∈ {2, 3}.
The ﬁrst term in (51) is a linear term that ensures
local stability of the origin. For several network sizes
(n ∈ {20, 50, 100}), we generate K samples from K/2 tra-
jectories (2 data pairs on each trajectory), with Ts = 0.5.
Initial conditions are uniformly randomly distributed on
[−0.5, 0.5]n.
Although we could also consider the main method for
small networks (typically n ≤ 20), we use only the
dual method with Gaussian radial basis functions (with
γ = 0.01). The library functions are monomials of total
degree less or equal to 3. The method provides an accurate
estimation of the vector ﬁeld and a good reconstruction of
the network (Table VI). The ROC curves depicted in Fig-
ure 5(a) show that most of half of the links can be inferred
with no false positive link (with high threshold values).
As shown in Figure 5(b-d), the method is also eﬃcient to
infer the nature of the interactions (e.g. quadratic, cubic).
Taking advantage of sparsity, it uses not more than 1000
sample points to identify up to 17.106 coeﬃcients (most of
which are zero). We ﬁnally note that, for larger networks,
the use of monomials as library functions becomes too
demanding in terms of memory. In this case, the dual
method can still be used to estimate the value of the vector
ﬁeld at the sample points, but should be combined with
other (regression) methods to infer the network.
VII. Conclusion
We have proposed a novel method for nonlinear systems
identiﬁcation. This method relies on a lifting technique
developed in an operator-theoretic framework: it aims
at identifying the linear Koopman operator in the space
of observables. Key advantages of the method are that
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Table VI
Results obtained with the dual method for the
reconstruction of a network with quadratic and cubic
interactions.
n ninter K AUROC NRMSE
20 5 200 0.94 0.019
50 15 600 0.87 0.015
100 10 1000 0.91 0.004
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Figure 5. ROC curves and vector ﬁeld coeﬃcients obtained with
the dual method for the reconstruction of a network with quadratic
and cubic interactions. In (d), the inset shows a close-up of some
estimated coeﬃcients.
numerical schemes rely only on linear techniques and do
not require the estimation of state time derivatives. For
these reasons, this is a promising alternative to direct
identiﬁcation methods. As shown with several examples,
the method is eﬃcient to recover the vector ﬁeld of several
classes of systems, even from small time series with low
sampling rate. Moreover, a dual method is also proposed
to identify high-dimensional systems and is successfully
applied to network reconstruction. Theoretical results also
prove the convergence of the two methods in optimal
conditions.
The results presented in this paper open the door to fur-
ther developments and improvements of lifting techniques
for nonlinear systems identiﬁcation, some of which are re-
lated to recent advances in Koopman operator theory. For
instance, identiﬁcation lifting techniques with dictionary
learning could be developed [44]. Extensions to general
vector ﬁelds might also be considered, possibly without
using library functions. Toward this end, lifting techniques
could be combined with other methods: identify unknown
parameters with Kalman ﬁltering [45], consider rational
functions in the vector ﬁeld with alternating directions
method [46], apply machine learning regression techniques
on time derivatives estimated with the dual method, etc.
Moreover, we might improve the method robustness to
(measurement) noise and provide numerical schemes that
are unbiased and consistent. In this context, Bayesian
inference could be considered as a relevant approach. A
careful study of the matrix logarithm used in the lifting
method could also help to select the good branch (instead
of the principal one), a strategy which might improve the
performances when the sampling rate is low. Finally, the-
oretical results could also be obtained to provide bounds
on the estimation error.
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